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ATTITUDE OF FRENCH TOWARDS ALLIES

Addressing the sane meeting as General do Gaulle at the Albert Hall

this afternoon M. Andre Diethelm, National Commissaire for Interior end

Information referred to the attitude of the French people towards the

Allies when he left Prance in August this year.

M. Diethelm, who was formerly Chief Private Secretary to K. Handel,

said: "Then our families and friends think of us they believe that we are

in greater danger and are more unhappy than we really are.

"Every day German propaganda announces the bombardment of English

towns, the sinking of Atlantic convoys by invincible submarines and planes,
the shortage of food in Britain, the severity of privations and punishments

imposed upon the people of this island and the fools who have come here.

"End when I landed here I was pleasantly surprised to find towns

still standing up, ships still in the ports, factories still working,
trains still running etc., and yet despite the danger which they visualise,
Frenchmen in France envy us. Hundreds of thousands of Frenchmen of all

ages and social conditions have only one desire, to cross the border and

join General de Gaulle.

"Every day you read remarkable stories of escapes, but every day the

escapee become more dangerous. On German orders no man between the ages of

17 and 40 can obtain a visa. Spain is closed and anyone found there whose

papers are not in order suffers a long and severe captivity. The post is

guarded, fishing boats are watched. The few Frenchmen who are lucky enough
to join the Free French Forces appear a very privileged class to their

compatriots."

"In conclusion A. Diethelm told the story of a Vichy prefect who was

making a tour of schools in Western France. In one class room he was boasting
of the benefits of the new regime before the evident hostility of the children.

When lie called one little girl aged 8 and asked her 'What would we have if we

did not have our good Marshal?
’

The little girl answered ’We would have General

de Gaulle'."
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